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We are prioritizing the health 
and well-being of people 
by guarding and protecting 
our environment and animals. 
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Super
Taste

Secret of the 
Real CheeseTaste 

Is vegan cheese real cheese? 
We currently have this stigma 
because we are making 
Vegan Cheese.

Regular cheese has been made 
by fermenting animal protein 
meeting lactic acid bacteria, 
which is the same as our process 
however we replace the animal 
sources with plants.

We make fermentation with 
plant-based protein and lactic 
acid bacteria, also made in plants. 
This process naturally creates 
the flavor and acidity of the 
cheese, allowing you to enjoy 
the addictive taste and pleasure 
of having cheesy food.

It is no surprise that our vegan 
cheese surpasses the taste of 
regular dairy products, 
because we made the Real.

Super
Vegan

Protein
We believed that plant-based
protein sources can also provide
plenty of  high-quality proteins.  
We've found the success in 
Almond Milk, and we're on our 
way to developing a formula 
with a very high protein 
content that goes beyond 
animal-based dairy.



“OMG, this cheese tastes like a dream! So cheesy♥”

-Amy-
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Soft with buttery flavor and a touch of sweetness. 
Ideal for pizza topping, salads,
and other cooking and baking needs

Made to surpass nutritional expectations,
almond milk mozzarella cheese
exceeds the original nutrients dairy milk.

First in the world to produce cheese from almond milk.
All the benefits you expect in cheese with no sacrifices 
that is expected from vegan cheese. Non-GMO, Gluten free

Almond cheese consumption protects our environment
and our animals. It contributes to reduction of CO2 emission, 
and reduces the need for large animal farms



Cube Cheese

Protein

~20%

Vegan

100%

Gluten / 
Egg/ Dairy

Free

Plain Strawberry Blueberry Citron

Garlic  Herb Spicy Jalapeño Injeolmi
(Bean)

Salted Caramel 
& Chocolate
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Cream Cheese

Protein

~20%

Vegan

100%

Gluten / 
Egg/ Dairy

Free

Plain Strawberry Blueberry Citron

Garlic  Herb Spicy Jalapeño Injeolmi
(Bean)

Salted Caramel 
& Chocolate
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Slice Cheese

Protein

15%
Vegan

100%

Gluten / Egg/ 
Dairy

Free
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Shred Cheese

Vegan

100%

Gluten / Egg/ 
Dairy

Free

v  1.0  

Protein  1%
v  2.0  

Protein  3%
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“Is this cream thing a real vegan? this is so Amazing!!!”
-Joy -



Vegan Cheese
Cream Dduk
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“Literally best vegan pizza I’ve ever had!!!” 

-Patrick-



Vegan Pizza
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CONTACT US

E. info@armoredfresh.com

T. 571-655-1186

L. 1765 Greensboro Station place, suite 900
McLean, VA 22102

H. https://www.armoredfresh.com
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